Build It Yourself from QST

Part 3: Many hams prefer to go from schematic to finished product with the help of ready-made circuit boards. Here's how to stuff, solder and snip your way to success in PC-board construction.

By Bruce S. Hale, KB1MW/7
2238 168th Ave NE
Bellevue, WA 98008

In Part 1 of this series, we ordered the parts for Zack (KH6CP) Lau's 20-meter QRP transmitter. Last month, in Part 2, we built the transmitter using ground-plane construction. This month, we're going to build the transmitter with the printed-circuit (PC) board from FAR Circuits.

If you haven't read last month's article yet, do so soon. Much of what I said there applies to PC-board construction as well. You'll need the same tools: needle-nose pliers, diagonal cutters, pocket knife, wire strippers, clip leads and soldering iron. I used the same 30-watt soldering iron from Radio Shack (#64-2067) to build the PC-board transmitter. If you've never used a soldering iron before, you should read last month's soldering sidebar before you start.

Getting Started

Here's the short description of PC-board construction: Stick the components in the right board holes, solder the leads, and cut off the extra lead length. The board's part-placement diagram (Fig 11) shows where the components go. Getting the components in the right holes is called stuffing the circuit board, and there are a number of ways to do it.

Inserting and soldering one component at a time takes too long. Some people like to put the components in all at once, and then turn the board over and solder all the leads. If you bend the leads a bit after you push them through the board, the components aren't supposed to fall out when you turn the board over, but this never works for me. (Half of them fall out anyway, and the rest fall halfway out so they look stupid when I solder them). Another approach is to put in all the components of one type (resistors, for example) and then turn the board over for soldering. When I try this, some of the components still fall out—and the remaining leads are so close together that they're difficult to solder.

I like to use a variation on this last approach. I put in some components of one type (like the first five resistors) and then solder these in. Then I put in the next five and solder them, and so on. I start with the shortest components (the diodes and resistors). If you start with tall components (like the capacitors), the board will rest on the top of the capacitors when you turn it over, and the resistors can fall out before you solder them (or slip part way down so they're not flat against the board). There are usually more resistors than anything else, too—if you install the resistors first you don't have to balance the board on the capacitors when you install the resistors.

You can also use adhesive tape to temporarily hold difficult components in place while you solder.

Make sure your PC board and component leads are clean. The copper on the PC board is tinned, so it shouldn't be corroded, but it can't hurt to clean the solder side of the board with rubbing alcohol. If any of your components' leads look corroded (they'll look dark instead of bright and shiny), use a piece of extra-fine steel wool to brighten the leads before you put them

Fig 11—This diagram shows where to install parts on the QRP-transmitter board. It also shows how to install certain parts by depicting transistor flats, tabs and/or pinouts; diode and capacitor polarities; transformer wire numbers; and terminal names. This is a single-sided board because it has copper on only one side. Unless specifically instructed to do otherwise, mount components on the foilless side of single-sided boards.
in the circuit board.

Fig 12 shows the back of a PC board with several diodes and resistors installed. Some of the components are already soldered and clipped. Bend the leads at a slight angle; apply the soldering iron to one side of the lead, and flow the solder in from the other side (Fig 13). Make sure you heat the pad on the circuit board, but don’t heat it for too long—the pad can lift off the board if it gets too hot. Soldering takes practice—you need enough heat to melt the solder and vaporize the flux in the solder’s core, but too much heat will lift the pads or damage components. Once you’ve got a nice solder connection, clip the lead flush with the solder (using diagonal cutters, as shown in the title photo). You can install several components, solder the leads, and then clip the leads all at once. Then move on to the next bunch of components.

**Special Concerns**

Make sure you have the components in the right holes before you solder them. You’ll almost never see a component mounted at an angle on a PC board (there are no angle-mounted components on the transmitter board) so make sure all your components are parallel or perpendicular to the edge of the board.

The diodes must be oriented as shown on the placement diagram—the line on the diagram shows where the line on the diode should be placed. Otherwise, the circuit won’t work properly.

You should have no trouble getting the resistors in the mounting holes. The capacitors may be more difficult—Zack used small monolithic ceramic capacitors, and FAR Circuits designed the board for Zack’s capacitors. The capacitors I used are a bit larger, and their leads are too far apart to just stick into the holes on the board. If your capacitors are too large, you may have to bend their leads as shown in Fig 14.

When you get to the transistors, pay attention to the part-placement diagram. The diagram shows how plastic transistors’ flats and metal transistors’ tabs should be oriented. Remember that the tab marks the emitter of the metal transistors. There are only three holes for the VXO transistor; a plastic ‘5179 has three leads, but the metal 2N5179 has four—one of the leads is connected to the case, and it does not have to be connected in the transmitter circuit. You can clip this lead off near the transistor body, then align the other three leads so the tab is pointing away from the coil, as shown in Fig 15. Make sure the metal transistor cases don’t touch any other components (be extra careful with Q4 and Q5—they must not touch each other).

Fig 8 and its supporting text (in Part 2 of this series) explain how to wind the coils. Make sure you scrape the insulation from the wires before you solder the coils in place.

Don’t forget to use heat-sink grease on
Build a Sidetone Oscillator

A sidetone oscillator is a useful transmitter accessory. The sidetone oscillator from Zack’s three-band QRP transceiver (Fig A)* uses a simple op-amp circuit—it’s easy to build. If you’ve built your transmitter using ground-plane techniques, there may be room on the transmitter board for the sidetone circuit. If there isn’t room, or if you’re using the PC board, you can build the sidetone oscillator on a separate piece of circuit board.

Because an IC has so many pins and determines where other components will be located, it should be soldered in place first. It’s best to find at least two pins of an IC that can be soldered to the ground plane so the IC won’t move when you solder the rest of the components.

The sidetone’s 741 op amp has its V- connection on pin 4 and pin 8 is not connected, so we can solder both of those pins to ground. (I always solder ICs right-side up in a ground-plane circuit because pin diagrams always show the IC from the top. If I solder ICs in upside down, I get confused.)

Once the 741 is soldered to the ground plane, connecting the rest of the components is easy. Fig B shows the parts layout for the sidetone oscillator. Make a good mechanical connection to one end of each component—the grounded components should be soldered to the ground plane first and then to the IC. You’ll find more construction tips in Part 2 of this series.—KB1MW

*See Note 1, Part 1 (Apr 1992 QST, p 36).

Fig A—A sidetone oscillator for the 20-meter transmitter. Radio Shack carries all of its parts, as do most of the general component suppliers listed in Table 1 of Part 1 (April 1992 QST, page 34).

C17, C18—0.01-μF, disc-ceramic capacitor (RS 272-131).
R17, R21—100-kΩ, ½-W, carbon-film resistor (271-1347).
R18, R19—47-kΩ, ½-W, carbon-film resistor (271-1342).
R20—10-kΩ PC-mount trimmer potentiometer (271-285).
J4—Coaxial jack (phono suitable) for routing the sidetone signal to receiver circuitry.
U1—741 operational-amplifier IC (276-007).

Miscellaneous—PC-board scrap for ground-plane construction, wire for connecting the oscillator to the transmitter circuitry and J4.

Fig B—The sidetone schematic turned into hardware. Even if you build your transmitter using a ready-made PC board, how about ground-planning a sidetone oscillator? Once you try it, you may want to build your next project using ground-plane construction!

the outside of Q6. Put a small amount of grease on the transistor, slip the heat sink over the case, and then wipe the grease off your fingers.

If you’re using the FM-5 crystal (with wire leads), you can solder it directly to the board. If you’re using the HC-16 crystal and a socket, you can solder leftover component leads to the socket and use them to solder the socket to the PC board, as shown in Fig 16.

That’s All There Is

That’s the long description of PC-board construction. Start with the smallest components (the resistors and diodes) and work through the transistors and capacitors and finish with the coils. Fig 17 shows the completed PC board. Here’s a final checklist:

• Do the diodes point the right way?
• Do the tabs on the metal transistors line up as shown on the part-placement diagram?
• Are the flat sides of the plastic transistors lined up as shown on the diagram?
• Are the metal transistors touching each other, or anything else?
• Are there any solder bridges between adjacent circuit-board traces? Solder bridges (Fig 18) occur when solder spans a copperless board area to connect traces or pads that aren’t supposed to be connect-

Fig 17—The completed circuit board. Use this as a guide when you check your board.
Fig 18—A slip of the iron, or applying too much solder, sometimes creates a solder bridge between circuit traces not intended to be connected. Remelting the bridge usually clears it. A toothpick may be useful in clearing stubborn shorts.

Getting Started in Digital Communications
(continued from page 41)

CLOVER is still under development, but recent tests have proven that CLOVER modems pass HF data at least ten times faster than AMTOR or HF packet under typical band conditions. When conditions are especially good, CLOVER can be even faster! CLOVER uses digital signal processing (DSP) technology to achieve this level of performance.

Food for Thought

AMTOR is really not as hard to use or understand as it may appear. In fact, it takes longer to read this article than it takes to get on AMTOR and work someone! By taking the plunge into AMTOR, you'll enjoy one of the most fascinating HF digital modes available—and you'll be taking your first steps into the future of Amateur Radio!

Within the next few years, technological innovations like CLOVER will allow us to communicate with ever-increasing speed on the HF bands. Similar advances will offer ultra-high-speed amateur communications on VHF and UHF as well. As Steve Ford, WB8IMY, suggested in the first part of our series, it won't be long before hams begin to digitize speech itself. The data will be sent through high-speed modems and processed by specialized software at the receiving stations. Noise and interference will be discarded, resulting in clear, natural-sounding voices. Commercial telephone companies and the military are far ahead of us in this area, but their systems are extremely complicated and expensive. It's up to hams to find a way to make it cheaper and simpler!

Just as spark yielded to CW in recognition of its inherent superiority, I believe analog communications must eventually yield to digital. As amateurs we have an obligation to explore every possible avenue that may lead to an improvement in our ability to communicate. Digital technology is a tool we can use to make a gigantic leap forward!

I hope you've enjoyed our digital communications series, and I strongly encourage you to try packet, RTTY or AMTOR. No matter how old you may be, these modes will rekindle your child-like sense of awe and wonder. Put aside your microphone or key this weekend and try something different. There's no better time than now to "think digital!"

Notes

Strays

INTERNATIONAL EVENT ORGANIZERS
- The Friendship Amateur Radio Society Inc (FARS) put on the Friendship Radio Games (FRG-91) in Portland, Oregon, with more than 100 participants from the US, USSR and Japan and through the SeaPac convention. The group is compiling information on their experience in sponsoring international radio-sporting games. If you're interested in putting on such competition, contact FARS, PO Box 13344, Portland, OR 97213.

CW COMPETITION
- The Friendship Amateur Radio Society (FARS) joins with SeaPac to host a worldwide CW competition June 13. Harry Lewis, W71WJ, of Seattle, will attempt to set a new record for receiving code. Competition categories include CW sending, receiving and pile-up operation. Top scorers will be eligible for the US team in the third FARS Sport Games next summer in Victoria, British Columbia, Canada, where US, Canadian, Russian, Japanese and Canadian hams will compete in CW, DF and DX events. Contact Stan (W7TJ) or Pat (KA7UGF) Griffiths, 18955 SW Blandon, Aloha, OR 97007.

COINCIDENCE
- I just had a CW contact on 20 meters with Morley Taylor, K7UM, in Salt Lake City. I was using my old Vibroplex Speed-X semi-automatic key. My father bought me the "bug" from Walter Ashe Radio in St Louis in August 1934. Taylor was also using a Vibroplex Speed-X his father had bought for him from Walter Ashe Radio in St Louis! His father paid $15 for his in the 1950s, and I still have the package mine came in with the $5.75 price penciled in on the end of the box.—Robert Lynn, W9PYA, Rolling Meadows, Illinois
value, a few approach the 5% limits.

My basic conclusion remains the same: With changes in wire size on any given core, at least for cores of this general type and size at the frequencies used (all of which are typical of many HF projects), only minor and inconsequential inductance changes will be seen even as the wire size is varied substantially. One should instead vary the spacing or number of turns to achieve the desired results. —Michael A. Czujakiewicz, WA8MCQ, 7945 Citadel Dr, Severn, MD 21144

Zack replies:

Mike has done an excellent job investigating this matter. However, if you’re designing something to be published and built by others, consider this: It’s been my experience that you’re likely to find builders winding one more turn—rather than one less—turn on a core. A good design might account for this to allow for slop.

I find that dramatically changing the wire size helps in debugging the circuit, primarily because it’s easier to determine whether you’ve got the correct toroid in a particular spot: Wire-size differences are relatively easy to discern. (I’ve yet to find someone who enjoys counting turns of wire on a toroid!) With the given variations in toroid cores, I advise against using different core sizes to get slightly different inductances for no-tune filters.

Finally, as Mike points out, home-brewed inductors are rarely precision components: Why specify their inductance to three significant digits? Sometimes, even two significant figures is a bit absurd.—Zack Lau, K7GCP/1, ARRL Lab Engineer

CONDUCTIVITY IN THE COLD, COLD GROUND

◊ Assistant Technical Editor Steve Ford, WB8IMY, said he’d received a query from a reader of the new “The Doctor is IN” column. (Unfortunately, we can’t find a trace of that letter to identify who it was that wrote!) The fellow wondered what happens to ground conductivity when the ground is frozen. His antenna is a vertical, equipped with wire radials lying on top of the soil. Steve enlisted the help of Technical Advisor Roy Lewallen, W7EL. Here’s Roy’s response:

That’s an interesting question. I honestly don’t know the answer. But whether the conductivity of the ground changes when frozen probably won’t make any significant difference in the operation of a vertical. This is because the ground currents are flowing not just on the surface: They exponentially decay as one gets deeper into the ground, but a skin depth at HF in most types of grounds is on the order of a meter or two. So, unless the ground freezes to a depth of several feet, even a large change in conductivity wouldn’t make much difference. The effect will be further diluted by the fact that the impedance of the radial system is effectively in parallel with the ground resistance.

You’ve aroused my curiosity, though. I passed the question along to an old friend, Herb Holeman, WL7BIL. Herb works for the State of Alaska and is involved in siting broadcast stations for the State Public Radio Network. Since some of their stations are over permafrost, he should be able to find the answer if anyone can.

Herb did reply, and Roy wrote again to say:

Herb recalled some experiments which were run, and they agree pretty much with the following information, located by a co-worker, Linley Gumm:

...measurements have revealed earth conductivity and permittivity coefficients of relatively small percentages at "normal" temperature ranges while at the freezing point both these constants manifest dramatic variations.

In the book 5 is a table which shows—among other entries—the information presented in Table 1. From the table, it appears that arctic land is about half as conductive as poor ground. When it freezes, water seems to drop in conductivity on the order of 100 times! Not surprisingly, the high dielectric constant of water drops to an earth-like value when it freezes. This moderates the effect of the lowered conductivity, but frozen sea water is equivalent only to poor earth.

“Let me point out, however, that this won’t have an appreciable effect at HF unless the ground or water is frozen to a depth of several feet.”—Roy Lewallen, W7EL. Technical Advisor, 5470 SW 152nd Ave, Beaverton, OR 97007


THE FAX480 PROGRAM MARRIES THE PASOKON TV SSTV INTERFACE

◊ To say that reaction to Ralph (WB8DQ7) Taggart’s FAX480 program 4 is quite favorable is an understatement. Now, users of John Langner’s SSTV interface 4 can join the ever-increasing number of FAX480 users. A version of the fax program specifically designed for use with Langner’s SSTV interface, FAX480P, is available on Ralph’s BBS (tel 517-676-0368) and the ARRL BBS (tel 203-666-0578).—Paul Pagel, N1FB, ARRL HQ


◊ Langner, “Slow-Scan TV—It Isn’t Expensive Anymore!,” QST, Jan 1993, pp 20-30.

Feedback

◊ In B. Hale, “Build It Yourself from QST,” Part 3, QST, Jun 1992, pp 42-45, the emitter (E) and collector (C) labels for Q1 in Fig 11 (p 42) are transposed. C should be left; E, right. Q1 works correctly if inserted as pictured, however.—WJ1Z

◊ In J. Makhinson, “A High-Dynamic-Range MF/HF Receiver Front End,” QST, Feb 1993, pp 23-28:

The circled numbers in the upper object in Fig 9 appear in incorrect order ( offseason). Configuring T5, T6, T9 and T10, this way turns the pre- and post-amplifiers into oscillators. The correct order is .

The Si8901’s design originated with Robert Zavrel, W7SSX, and not Ed Oxner, KB6QI, as stated in the text.

The spectrum display on the article title page may be confusing because its caption does not fully characterize the conditions under which the photo was obtained: at the mixer output, without the preamplifier, and with mixer loss added. Page 3 of the information package called out in the article’s Endnote 2 details the calculations.

Transformers T3, T4, T7 and T8, called out in the Parts List as Mini-Circuits T1-1T (tapped secondary) units, can be T1-1 (untapped secondary) units in this application.

As called out in the Parts List, transformers T1 and T2 are indeed Mini-Circuits T4-1 units, and (per Mini-Circuits) have center-tapped secondaries despite the untappedness seemingly implied by the absence of the suffix T in their model designation.—WJ1Z
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